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Ennui Refigured: An Introduction
by Ella Clocksin

1. ’THE CURE FOR BOREDOM IS CURIOSITY. THERE IS NO CURE FOR CURIOSITY.’1

This 1960s quip survives as a meme and in the more literary online dating profiles. 
But boredom ain’t what it used to be.

Back then, we knew real boredom. A listless, nagging dissatisfaction, from lack of 
stimulation, urges us to be doing something when nothing seems worth doing. 
Then, as now, boredom’s scratchy discomfort can push us into novel ways of doing 
nothing, or to unexpected discoveries. It can generate a fertile, engaged curiosity and 
an impetus to creative improvisation: the converse of cool, cynical boredom.

With the French ennui in the project title, however, Purdue and von Brasch locate 
their concerns not only in the interplay between boredom and curiosity, but in 
Continental discourse. Ennui turned Baudelaire into a ‘botanist of the sidewalk,’2 the 
flâneur. Making an art-form of wandering the streets of 1860s Paris, the flâneur was 
attuned to wide varieties of aesthetic experience, classifying rather than engaging, 
going wide rather deep: a detached, cynical observer.

The term has since broadened into a discerning and active curiosity across different 
fields of enquiry. But it acquires new relevance as we flounder in our adaption to 
click-bait overload.

2. DIGITAL ENNUI

Buchanan describes the smart phone as the ultimate outcome and conduit of 
digitised anti-boredom strategies.3 We reach for our phones at first sign of that 
unsettling emptiness, to tap, like and share smooth, textureless, aroma-less words 
and images. Pushed to admit what a woman really looked like from a photograph, 
Picasso said, ‘She’s rather small, isn’t she? And flat.’4 Likewise in the digital ecology: 
complex analogue entities are diminished by pixelated reproduction but with an aura 
of authority. However, ’The map is not the territory it represents.’5

Buchanan claims that while digital consumers believe they’ve conquered boredom, 
‘boredom is no longer possible.’6 But this is too simple; it ignores the avoidance and 
denials masked by boredom.

The fire hose of online culture reduces concentration spans, neuters discrimination, 
and makes digital flâneurs, to a greater or lesser extent, of us all. Panning the stream 
yields flecks of gold – information, goods and services – of course. But addictive 
grazing and sampling of forgettable content generates a new mutation of boredom: 
a sterile, digitally modified boredom.

This new, digitised boredom is not only possible but extraordinarily difficult to 
resist, let alone conquer. Numbed and disoriented, flooded with options and, 
crucially, manipulated by algorithms, our choices are not wholly our own as we 
use commodified digital boredom to avoid the discomfort of ancient, more fertile 
boredoms.

Pre-digital boredom might be threatened or marginalised. But, contrary to Buchanan, 
it is still possible and often essential for artists because it transforms boredom into 
curiosity, discovery, invention, improvisation, and engagement.

3. ENNUI RE-FIGURED: PROCESSES OF ART-MAKING

In Ennui Re-figured, von Brasch and Purdue present work that emerges from 
this fertile curiosity. Their sources include symbols of intrapersonal development 
and processes of making meaning – in alchemical, indigenous, and mythological 
imagination – in contemporary paintings informed by classical geometric divisions of 
the surface. 

Procrastination in the studio and not knowing how to go on with a painting, familiar 
to all artists, may be variants of boredom. Ennui is re-figured in the physical processes 
of making art. In the relative stillness and silence of the studio, when an irritant in a 

painting calls for attention, the artist becomes curious and improvises the next move. 
In both artists’ work, a palpable sense of birthing or realising a painting is striking. 
Malleable formal elements, gradually finding their final form, echo the themes of 
becoming in the research content.

Purdue’s degree of abstraction and opacity of symbolism means that the formal 
relationships of colour, shape and composition become the carriers for ideas and 
associations. In Taijasa (Purdue, p.19), elemental fiery paint marks suggest flickering 
movement and emergence of pattern, coalescing into something seemingly ordered, 
but not fixed. Invisible force-fields pull particles into rounded clusters, approximate 
diamonds, and a softened hexagon accompanied by smouldering flares. Thread-like 
lines weave horizontally across the painting’s warp, in and out of the surface. Like 
textile or skin, this dynamic, complex and permeable boundary pulsates with life 
within and beneath the surface. Referencing the illumination of inward-orientated 
consciousness, Taijasa allows order and chaos to co-exist in dynamic balance, without 
one submerging the other. 

This sense of particles forming and re-forming patterns is also present in Durga 
(Purdue, p.12). Reminding me of cymatic vibrations that form patterns in sand or 
dust, the paint marks draw together, patterning Durga’s mandala-like circumferences, 
and the title’s allusion to the fertile darkness of the Hindu mother goddess.

And the murmurations of Purdue’s Scent paintings use a different metaphor to 
suggest pattern-like formations of perception itself. At molecular level, weightless 
olfactory-stimulating particles blow around in clusters. Under environmental 
pressures, the clusters shape-shift, stretch, extend and fold back on themselves, 
constantly re-forming new patterns until they are inhaled and make sensory 
meaning.7

Nemet (Purdue, p.16) has an abstract spatial recession of cool blue and grey planes, 
between (but also beyond) a grid-like scaffolding of earthier warm ochres and pink 
patches. For a moment, the formal structures combine in my free-associating visual 
mind to become cloth fragments on poles frayed by the wind, against an icy, watery 
landscape, and a synaesthesic sense, somewhere, of unconstrained, improvised 
singing. 

Is Nemet a place, person or ritual? It doesn’t matter. Like Australian aboriginal song-
lines, which are sung and walked into being, step by step, note by note – something 
shamanic in Purdue’s painting mediates between visible and unseen aspects of 

human experience. Something is sung into being, and it is a fitting metaphor for the 
process of painting. The otherness of what emerges synthesises more elements than 
can be put in language.

This mediation between seen and subliminal experience also manifests in von Brasch’s 
work, in a synthesis of more than can be languaged. In seven mixed media works on 
paper, For a window to be open would be a consolation (p.30), the artist orchestrates 
fragments of visual language with intentional symbolic content.

The amorphous forms and patches of emergent figuration invite the viewer to make 
meaning. Boats and bridges offer safe passage across turbulent waters. Fiery furnaces 
and explosions variously suggest destruction, the refining fire or passion’s kindling. 
A crouched figure holds his head in his hands. The central young man’s face, draws 
attention. Shadowed and serious, he faces away from the arched window. 

However, near the top of the sixth panel, reading left to right, we see the Cyrillic 
Te character from Russian icon painting (derived from the Greek Tau). Arms up-
curved and receptive, it signifies both receptor and funnel for vitality and impetus. 
The imagery proffers clues but resists narrative. It allows us to connect the pieces 
ourselves. The map inscribed on the unprotected paper is incomplete. But we might 
still dimly understand the experience of the terrain.

The framing of significant life transitions continues in Empty House (von Brasch, 
p.37), which casts the empty building as a shell left behind. The shadowy horse 
can symbolise a powerful, intuitive element in the psyche, guiding the traveller by 
instinct into unknown territory, and avoiding domestication. When leaving crushing 
social structures behind, the new and unknown path is made only by walking it. In 
the Folium paintings (von Brasch, p.42), swathes of uninterpretable paint intersect 
with alchemical imagery, to frame the journey’s thresholds as somewhere between 
discovered forms and the still formless and emergent.

In the Dew series (von Brasch, p.40), archways, steps and ladders suggest means 
of transition from one state to another, and shrouded or cocooned figures wait, 
Lazarus-like, to be unbound or to metamorphose and break free. The extremity of 
these transitions, of claiming an identity distinct from familial and cultural norms, is 
underscored in the figure engulfed by the refining flames of the alchemist’s crucible. 
Both journey and map are fluid and emergent rather than finalised.
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4. ENNUI RE-FIGURED: PROCESSES OF RESISTANCE

Buchanan comments that art is viewed more now on smart phones than live. When 
the map is the territory,8 when the map is all we have, he suggests with apparent 
irony that art should aim to be boring for smart phone viewing, because if too 
striking it will disrupt the flow of scrolling and clicking. Art for digitised anti-boredom 
strategies must be ‘interesting but not distracting’.9

Small-scale scrolling – tapping a neutered, small, flat, smoothed set of pixels – de-
natures the art it represents. Encountering a painting physically at actual size, with 
colours unaffected by screen quality, and in the infinitely greater detail available to 
the naked eye, is a qualitatively different neurological, sensory experience. Physically 
present, paintings risk being engaging, arresting, distracting. And von Brasch’s 
and Purdue’s research ideas about mind and identity underscore their processes of 
resistance.

If von Brasch’s paintings are read as maps, they indicate territory in flux, fluid 
and emergent. The sources for his visual language include Poussin’s journey-like 
landscapes – where concepts inhabit nature – and alchemical metaphors for overlaps 
between inner and outer worlds.

His mapping of symbolic inner worlds continues in Our blood and skin understood 
(The Sleepers) (von Brasch, p.35). Here is a world catastrophically overturned by flood 
and fire, processes both of renewal and destruction. A crescent moon has fallen to 
earth. A small bound, shrouded figure awaits release or metamorphosis. A ladder 
and boat offer means of escape. And the Te character reappears, standing on solid 
ground at the top of the painting, a cupped receptacle and conduit for the means to 
regroup and rebuild.

The two (or perhaps three) ambiguous sleeping figures (lower right), seemingly 
washed to safety rather than swept away, are oblivious to disaster. But crucial to 
reading the work, the larger figure clasps the smaller, skin and blood understanding 
each other in wordless tactile communication: ’the body becoming language rather 
than merely inscribed by language’ (Bolt).10 

In Liminal (von Brasch, p.39), paired figures – whether lovers or polar opposites in 
the alchemical psyche – gaze at a psychic landscape. Again we have the ambiguous 
imagery of destruction and/or rejuvenation by fire and flood. Sky and water, buildings 
and architectural frames burn and flow in the liminal space between settled psychic 
states.

Straight lines and right-angles only occur by chance in nature and, in archaeology, 
they always suggest human activity. The contrast between rectangular structures and 
sweeping elemental forces in von Brasch’s paintings, has an abstract counterpoint 
in Turning Point (Purdue, p.15). Sinuous green and black lines interact with a multi-
coloured chequerboard: sharp right-angles challenge softer organic forms. Like 
‘Snakes and Ladders’ with new rules, the eye counts orderly progressions from 
square to square but speeds unpredictably along looping curvatures. Similarly, in 
Red and Yellow Sulphur (Purdue, p.21), the geometric stripes in alchemical colours 
counterpoint looser, jagged forms.

Elemental natural forces in dynamic balance with countable, measurable geometries 
are even more pronounced in Quercus (Purdue, p.17). Even without Latin for oak 
in the title, we might read leaves bristling with energy and fanning out to the right 
beyond a grid-like screen, with an energy that suggests Dylan Thomas’s ‘force that 
through the green fuse drives the flower.’11

In many cultures, a tree symbolises life cycles and regeneration. At first sight, the 
leaves appear distanced, behind the screen’s geometric openings. Invisible on smart 
phones, the grid is rendered as negative space, delineated by the positive space 
occupied by leaves. But as I gaze, positive and negative shapes invert like a 3-D optical 
illusion. The elemental organic forms advance and the geometrical grid recedes, 
rendering the forces of resurgent nature closer than first supposed.

In both the content and processes of making art, Purdue and von Brasch present 
their work as possible anchors in the face of digital overwhelm, concurring with 
Deleuze that, ‘There is a fundamental affinity between a work of art and an act of 
resistance.’12 And this becomes more apparent in the final works discussed here.

When there is no more (Purdue, p.11) stretches horizontal lines humming across 
a vast yellow plane. The effect on me is of wires stretched across a desert, but not 
fully taut. I cannot explain why they are humming. But these lines have a quality of 
audible oscillation, again a synaesthesic quality of vibration, a dusty humming in my 
neurological makeup.

Along each line, small red/blue/black marks blossom like irregular punctuation marks. 
Close up, all are unique shapes, with some clustering closely together and others 
more isolated. Collectively, the effect is of a declaration: each mark is small but 
significant. The same could be said of multiples of small marks like beaded strings 
in Khipu (Purdue, p.13). The latter draws on Inca practices of recording numeric 
information with tied knots; different knot styles signified different entities.

From a distance, like individual lives, each small paint mark in When there is no more 
recedes into an overall pattern while resisting both sameness and oblivion. It speaks 
both of the transience of life and its persistent traces. Each notation has meaning, 
even without the means of translation.

Finally, a note of resolved lightness, even celebration, pervades And you’ve been 
wholly re-made into feeling (von Brasch, p.28). A couple disembarks, escaping a 
horizon tipped sideways in a world awry. A mood of Rococo abundance, strewed 
flowers included, inflects and dominates the now familiar references to fire and flood 
(left-hand panel). Fiery crucible colours – magenta, coral, orange and red – are now 
both figure and ground of becoming, including an orange-gold river winding across 
the triptych and around the central figure.

The large-scale reclining central figure, which dominates the triptych, is a counter-
weight for the wrapped, cocooned and metamorphosing beings in von Brasch’s work 
(including this one). Even facing away, the figure exudes an air of languorous ennui, 
freedom and sensuality. And the title’s past tense sites an experience of otherness 
(‘you’) as integrated and memory as embodied.

5. ENNUI RE-FIGURED: BECOMING FULLY ALIVE

The paintings in Ennui Re-figured offer the kind of resistance to boredom possible for 
‘retinal individuals’ (Schor).13 The artists’ visual, painterly processes and conceptual 
curiosity meld to re-figure ennui at a more existential level, beyond distractive and 
commodified communication. Schor continues:

‘Incidents of paint linger in the working mind of the painter . . . as possibilities, like 
words you may soon use in a sentence, and – in a manner that seems to exist outside 
of spoken language – as beacons of hope to any human being for whom visuality is 
the site of questions and answers about existence.’14

Drawing on ideas about intrapersonal potential, von Brasch and Purdue challenge the 
denials and avoidances of ennui by using symbols and metaphors both for becoming 
conscious of the possibilities of the present moment, and becoming more fully alive.

Ella Clocksin, artist and writer 
Oxford, February 2019

NOTES

1.  Often attributed to mid-20C American wit, Dorothy Parker, the idea seems likely 
to be Ellen Parr’s. https://quoteinvestigator.com/2015/11/01/cure/

2.  Baudelaire, C. (1964) The Painter of Modern Life and other Essays. New York: Da 
Capo. First published in Le Figaro (1863).

3.  Buchanan, I. (2017) ‘Fear of Boredom,’ In de Assis, P. & Giudici, P. (eds.) The Dark 
Precursor: Deleuze and Artistic Research Vol II. Leuven University Press.

4.  Anecdotal but well-attested Picasso quotation.  
https://strangewondrous.net/browse/subject/p/picasso

5.  Korzybski, A. (1933) Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian 
Systems and General Semantics, 58.  
https://www.scribd.com/doc/30623770/Alfred-Korzybski-Science-and-Sanity

6.  Op.cit. 474.

7.  Akpan, N. & Ehrichs, M. ’What a Smell Looks Like.’ PBS Newshour, 9 June 2016. 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/what-a-smell-looks-like

8.  Gregory Bateson (1972) ‘Form, Substance and Difference.’ Steps to an Ecology of 
Mind: Collected Essays in Anthropology, Psychiatry, Evolution, and Epistemology. 
University of Chicago Press.

9.  Op.cit. 477, 479.

10.  Bolt, B. (2004) Art Beyond Representation: The Performative Power of the Image 
London: I. B. Tauris, 155.

11.  Dylan Thomas (1934) ‘The force that through the green fuse drives the flower.’ 
The Poems of Dylan Thomas (1952). New York: New Directions.

12.  Deleuze, G. (1987) ‘What is the Creative Act?’ Lecture at La Fémis Film School, 
Paris. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_hifamdISs

13.  Schor, M. (1997) Wet: on Painting, Feminism and Art Culture. Duke University 
Press, 144.

14.  Ibid.155.
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Freya Purdue
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When there is no more
Oil on canvas, 193cm x 321cm, 2018
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Durga
Oil on canvas, 30cm x 30cm, 2014

Khipu
Oil on canvas, 150cm x 120cm, 2019
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Turning Point
Oil on canvas, 120cm x 150cm, 2018
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Nemet
Oil on canvas, 150cm x 120cm, 2018

Quercus
Oil on canvas, 150cm x 120cm, 2018
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Taijasa
Oil on canvas, 161cm x 228cm, 2019
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Red and Yellow Sulphur
Oil on canvas, 50cm x 80cm, 2019
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Scent 1
Oil on canvas, 40cm x 40cm, 2018

Scent 2
Oil on canvas, 40cm x 40cm, 2018
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Scent 3
Oil on canvas, 40cm x 40cm, 2018

Scent 4
Oil on canvas, 40cm x 40cm, 2018
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Marius von Brasch
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And you’ve been wholly remade into feeling
3-part painting, oil on linen, 180cm x 120cm (each), 2018
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For a window to be open would be a consolation
7 drawings, mixed media on paper (continued overleaf),

72cm x 50cm (each), 2018
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Our blood and skin understood (The Sleepers)
Oil on linen, 180cm x 180cm, 2018
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Empty House
Oil on canvas, 100cm x 100cm, 2018
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Liminal
Oil on canvas, 100cm x 100cm, 2019
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Dew
3 paintings, oil on linen, 50cm x 50cm (each), 2018
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Folium
6 paintings, oil on linen (20cm x 20cm) and oil on board (40.5cm x 30.5cm), 2018
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‘The paintings in Ennui Refigured offer the kind of resistance to boredom 

possible for “retinal individuals, … for whom visuality is the site of 

questions and answers about existence” (Mira Schor). The artists’ 

visual, painterly processes and conceptual curiosity meld to re-figure 

ennui at a more existential level, beyond distractive and commodified 

communication. Drawing on ideas about intrapersonal potential, von 

Brasch and Purdue challenge the denials and avoidances of ennui by 

using symbols and metaphors both for becoming conscious of the 

possibilities of the present moment, and becoming more fully alive.’

Ella Clocksin, artist and writer
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